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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The process of reading is a complicated one. As
an adult one does not analyze the steps involved, it is
just an automatic process. Unless a person is involved
in the teaching of reading or a related field, the theory
is unimportant.
Universally there is no accepted explanation of
reading or how it happens. There are three schools of
thought that fall into these categories: reading
specialists, linguists and psycholinguistics.
Reading specialists such as Anderson, Gates, Harris,
1Smith and Dechant express the views of the majority of
reading experts. Generally, they define· 'reading as an inte-
grated process involving the development of the technical
1Verna Dieckman Anderson, Reading and Young Chi1dren
(New York: Macmillan Company, 1965); Arthur ·I. Gates,
"I'he Nature of the Reading Process, 11 in Forty-Eighth Yearbook
of the National Societ for the Stud of Education Part II
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1949 , pp. 3-4;
Albert J. Harris, How to Increase Readin Abilit, 5th ed.
(New. York: David McKay Company, 1970 ; Henry P. Smith and
Emerald V. Dechant, Ps chala in Teachin Readin (Engle-
wood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 19 1 •
1
2skills necessary in seeing likenesses and differences in
words, associating words with their sounds and meaning and
interpreting the ideas represented by words, sentences, and
paragraphs.
Linguists are specialists in the study of the
historical development and structure of language. ~Iost
linguists stress the value of oral language development as
a prelude to teaching printed word forms.
Specific definitions of reading given in the litera-
ture of linguistics by Fries, Howes and Darrow, Jones
and Lamb 2 are concerned with the ways of teaching the
child to (1) respond to total language; (2) associate
printed letters and letter combinations with sounds; (3)
recognize sounds represented by whole words; (4) associate
the sounds of words or group of words with their meanings;
and (5) derive meanings from printed materials.
More recent approaches to defining the reading
process resulted from the application of a combination of
selected psychological and linguistic theories to reading
instruction.
2Charles C. Fries, Linguistics and Reading (New
York: Holt, Rinehart and 1vinston, 1963), Chapter 4;
Virgil M. Howes and Helen F. Darrow, eds. Reading and the
Elementary School Child (New York: Macmillan Company, 1968);
Daisy Marvel Jones, Teaching Children to Read (New York: .
Harper and Row Publishers, 1971), Chapter 6; Pose Lamb,
Linguistics in Proper Perspective (Columbus, Ohio: Charles
E. Merrill Publishing Company, 1967), Chapter 2.
3It is impossible to find a standard definition of
reading to which any significant number of psycholinguistic
specialists subscribe. Singer and Ruddel1 3 report on a
number of articles dealing with the topic, including one
by Goodman in which reading is described as a "psycho-
linguistic guessing game". With this theory, reading
ability would be developed by helping the pupil to learn
better techniques for selecting specific meaning cues for
words, learning the structure of written language, and
developing the experiential background essential for
understanding the concepts in the printed material.
The salient features from the definitions and
understandings contributed by psychologists, linguistics
and reading specialists must be combined to arrive at a
definition that explains the developmental nature of the
technical skills of reading.
Purpose
Delineation of the initial reading skills, and
recognition of individual skill achievement necessary for
utilization of a developmental reading program has troubled
this author. Working with pre-school aged children who have
learning problems compounded this problem. These children
3Harry Singer and Robert B. Ruddell, eds. Theore-
tical Models and Processes in Reading (Newark, Delaware:
International Reading Association, 1970).
4would probably never "just pick it up" as normal children
do. They need special instruction which includes precise
timing and techniques. Reading readiness was considered
an important beginning for them in terms of future reading
progress.
Readiness is readiness whether it be for normal
or special children. But the importance is compounded
with the latter. The purpose of this paper was to: (1)
define reading readiness and the skills involved; (2)
develop a curriculum where these skills are developmentally
sequenced; and (3) make implications specifically applicable
to the child who has learning difficulties.
This paper was not written with the intent of
correction but rather with the idea of prevention of reading
problems.
Definitions
Reading readiness--The concept of readiness for
learning is basic to all instruction. Reading readiness
is as it implies making one ready to read. The factors
included in this readiness are described in detail in
Chapter II.
Learning disab1ed--In this paper, this term includes
all children who have specific learning problems regardless
of I.Q. Because of the newness of the term, many of the
teaching applications were originally designed for children
called "brain-injured".
5Scope and Limitations
This paper was limited to the current periodical
research published within the last ten years (1964-1974)
with the exception of literature published on the history
of reading readiness and definitions of reading.
Essentially, this paper was written for teachers,
and reading specialists who work with beginners in reading.
More specifically, its scope included special educators who
provide instruction in reading to pre-school aged learning
disabled children.
Summary
The complicated process of reading is seen slightly
differently from the vantage points of the reading
specialists, linguists, and psycholinguistics.
Reading specialists view reading as an integrated
pro~~ss involving the development of the technical skills,
where linguists are concerned with the ways of teaching
the child in contrast to the psycholinguistic specialists
who do not have a standard definition but feel reading is
a psycholinguistic guessing game.
The purpose of this paper was to: (1) define reading
readiness skills; (2) develop a developmental curriculum;
and (3) apply this to the Learning Disabled Child.
Reading readiness is simply defined as "making one
ready to read". Learning Disabled children are children
with inappropriate learning patterns.
6Current research was restricted to the last ten
years. The intended readers of this paper are special
educators of learning disabled pre-schoolers.
Prevention not correction was the overriding theme
of this paper.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The term "reading readiness" first appeared i~
professional literature in the 1920 1 s. l The decade was
of special interest because it was characterized by the
beginning of so-called "scientific measurements f1 of human
behavior. 2 Survey reports were the craze of this time, and
they indicated that large numbers of children were failing
first grade, most often because of insufficient achievement
in reading. 3
Concern about why first graders were having problems
in learning to read led to studies of reading problems.
Logically, these studies looked at factors such as overly
large classes, inappropriate materials, inadequate teacher
lD. Durkin, '~eading Readiness," The Reading Teacher
23 (March 1970):528-534.
2R• L. Thorndike and E. Hagen, Measurement and
Evaluation in Psychology and Education (New York: John
Wiley and Sons, 1961).
3virgil E. Dickson, Mental Tests and the Classroom
Teacher (New York: World Book Company, 1923); Margaret C.
Holmes, ftInvestigation of Reading Readiness of First Grade
Entrents,n Childhood Education 3 (January 1927):215-221;
Mary M. Reed, An Investi ation of Practices in First Grade
Admission and Promotion New York: Bureau of Publications,
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1927).
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8preparation, lack of motivation, etc. However, the
factor, singularily recurring was that first grade reading
problems resulted from insufficient instruction before
reading. 4 Delaying instruction was the answer to the
problem of reading failure in the 1920's and 1930 1 s.
To understand their. conclusion, the work of Gesell
must be examined. His theory of development was that it
ttunfolded in stages tt • S Therefore, he believed that a
child grows and he developes as a result of maturation,
not learning. A direct application to the reasoning
behind reading failure is: the child fails because he
is not maturationa11y ready and when additional maturity
occurs, the child will be ready to read.
In the 1930's, reading readiness programs began to
develop in response to the problem of premature instruc-
tion. 6 These programs were supported by the educators who
4Holmes, Childhood Education; Reed, An Investigation of
Practices in First Grade Admission and Promotion.
SArnold L. Gesell, The Mental Growth of the Pre-
school Child (Nel-l York: The ~facmil1an Company, 1925);
, Infancy and Human Growth (New York: The Mac-
m--i-1-1-a-n-C-ompany, 1928); , The First Five Years of
Life (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1940).
6Leila Armstrong, "A Reading Readiness Program That
Works," Childhood Education 15 (October 1938):82-84; Inez
B. Petersen, tiThe Reading-Readiness Program of the Iron-
wood Public Schools, It Elementary School Journal 37 ('Feb-
ruary 1937):438-446; Eleanor Riordan, ttprereading Activities,1I
Childhood Education 15 (September 1938):23-26.
9believed in the concept of unfolding behavior, who viewed
the program as a way to pass time, and by educators who
believed the environment played some role in readiness
who viewed the programs as a plan of instruction to help
prepare unready children.
A tremendous revolution in education occurred on
October 4, 1957, with the launching of Sputnik I by the
Russians. Repercussions over this successful launching
included criticism of public school education and the
quality of instruction in American Schools. 7 A compari-
son between Soviet and American education showed the
inferiority of United States education. 8
The result from the Sputnik furor was the philosophy
"Let's teach more in our schools and let's teach it earlieru • 9
A new emphasis on the learning potential of young children
and the importance of a child's early years gave readiness
and particularly reading readiness its real beginnings.
7Arthur E. Bestor, Educational Wastelands, The
Retreat from Learnin in our Public Schools (Urbana: Uni-
versity of Illinois Press, 1953 •
8William, Benton, This is the ~hallenge (New York:
Associated College Presses, 1958); . Sloan Wilson,
Crisis in Education, Life 49 (~Iarch 24, 1958):26-35.
9Dolores Durkin, Teaching Them to Read, (Boston:
Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1970), p. 32.
10
The great controversy of the nature-nurture ques-
tion did not end in the 1950's or 1960 l s. In the 1960 1 s
there was a rage of experimental programs whose results
supported early education. Most accounts were taken from
individual kindergartens. lO Brezeinskilsstudyll of early
reading involving 4,000 children is of special interest.
In that case the Denver public schools taught beginning
reading to selected kindergarten groups. On entrance to
first grade, those gro~ps were divided and placed either in
a traditional or an adjusted instructional program. By
the fifth grade, it was found that early readers who had
adjusted instruction scored significantly. higher on tests
of reading vocabulary comprehension, rate and study skills
than did their counterparts who began reading in first
grade.
During this period of time, a conference of educa-
tors and psychologists sponsored by the United States
Office of Education, met to consider the subject "Teaching
lOEdith Appleton, "Kindergartners Pace Themselves
in Reading,lI Elementary School Journal 64 (February, 1964):
248-252; Lucille ~fayne, "An Individual Study of the
Reading Acceleration of Two Kindergarten Children," Elemen-
tary English 40 (April 1963):406-408; M. H.Sutton, "Readi-
ness for Reading at the Kindergarten Level," Reading
Teacher 17 (January 1964):234-240.
llJ. E. Brezeinski,G. E. Elledge, "Early Reading,"
International Readin Association Conference Pa ers 16
1971 : 5-7 •
11
Young Children to Read ll • 12 The October, 1964 issue of
Reading Teacher (a publication of the International Reading
Association) had "Preschool and Beginning Reading" as its
theme. And finally, the federally supported Education Acts
of 1965 accelerated innovations such as Head Start and
more recently Sesame Street, which have made dramatic
additions to reading readiness in children.
The potential of early preschool education has been
reiterated by numerous investigators such as Cicaril1i, et
aI, Deutschs, and Fowler. 13
There were those who took a stand against earlier
reading. For example, the Association for Childhood Educa-
tion International, in 1962, published a series of articles
that discouraged the addition of reading instruction in
the kindergarten. 14 The ACET Journal, Childhood Education,
12Teachin Children to Read. Edited by
Warren G. Cutts Washington, D.C.: U. S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare, 1964}.
13v. G. Cicarilli, et al. "The Impact of Head Start:
A Reply to the Report Analysis,l1 Harvard Educational Review
40 (1970):105-129; c. P. Deutsch and M. Deutsch, "Brief
Reflections on the Theory of Early Childhood Enrichment
Programs, It Early Education, eds. R. D. Hess and R. J.I. Bear
(Chicago: Aldine, 1968), pp. 83-90; W. Fowler, "The Effects
of Early Stimulation," Early Education, eds. R. D. Hess and
R. M. Bear (Chicago: Aidine, 1968), pp. 28~29. .
14Readin in the Kinder arten? edited by Margaret
Rasmussen Washington, D. C.: Association for Childhood
Education International, 1962}.
12
supported this position in a number of articles. 15 These
articles gave support to the concept of social and emotional
development in kindergartens but objected to I1fonnal"
reading instruction that would be pushing five-year-olds.
Many school people strongly objected to teaching
reading in kindergarten even to able pupils. Their argu-
ments against early reading, as reported in a recent sur-
veyl6 are: (1) that a reading program for kindergarten
children is not in accord with the educational aims of the
school; (2) that it is not in keeping with the developmental
needs of the five-year-olds; and (3) that kindergarten
teachers are not trained to teach reading.
~fany critics are skeptical of the way the concept
of early reading is being taught. Hymesl7 and Sheldonl8
15Helen Heffernan, "Significance of Kindergarten
Education," Childhood Education 36 (March 1960):313-319;
James L. Hymes, tf~fore Pressure for Early Reading, 11 Child-
hood Education 40 (September 1963):34-35; Nila B. Smith,
nEarly Reading: Viewpoints,n Childhood Education 42 (Decem-
ber 1965):229-241.
16Walter B. Barbe, Educator's Guide to Personalized
Reading Instruction (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,1961).
17James L. Hymes, flTeaching Reading to the Under-
Six Age: A Child Development Point of View," paper presented
at the Claremont Reading Conference (Claremont, California,
1970).
18
'V'illiam D. Sheldon, "A 1'Iodern Reading Program for
Young Children, n in ''I. G. Cutts (ed.) Teaching Young Chil-
dren to Read ('vashington: U. S. Department of Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare, Office of Education Bulletin, 1964),
No. 19, pp. 31-37.
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are concerned over the serious no-nonsense atmosphere,
the silent passive learning, the pencil-pushing activities,
and the irrelevant materials ~lich frequently characterize
the programs. Critics also argue tl1at some current kinder-
garten reading p,rograms are poor replicas of the first
grade reading program without the necessary adjustments
for kindergarten differences.
The whole issue of early reading remains unresolved,
even today. Currently the literature still shows some
remnants of the maturational point of view, but as a whole,
articles and books are now dominated by advocates of
early reading instruction.
One frequent criticism of research in early reading,
in general, is that findings are often based on a selective
sample of highly advantaged bright children. The Denver
study,19 however, included below average children. Dur-
kints study20 included children with I.Q.'s as low as" 91.
And Bere1·ter's study21 f t h· di t' fo eac 1ng rea ng 0 our-year-
olds also refutes this criticism.
19Joseph B. Brzeinski, Summar~ Report of the Effec-
tiveness of Teachin Readin in the Denver Public Schools,
Coo erative Research Pro·ect No. 5-0 1 Denver, Colorado:
Denver Public Schools •
20Dolores Durkin,"Earlier Start in Reading?" Elemen-
tary School Journal 63 (December 1962):146-151.
21Carl Bereiter, "Instruction of Three and Four-Year
Old Children, It Child Study 29 (Fall and \'linter 1967): 3-11.
14
There is little research on early reading and
Learning Disabled children. Durkin22 speculates that slow
learners might especially benefit from an early start.
She reasons that the longer periods of time involved would
allow for more gradual introduction of reading activities
suitable to the slower child's learning rate. However,
Kirk23 believes it is necessary for the children with
specific learning disabilities to have a mental age of six
or more. And Hegge, at the 1958 meeting of American Associa-
tion for Mental Deficiency, recommended a mental age of
eight for beginning reading with retarded children. A
third viewpoint by Brezeinski24 shows that early reading
neither created problems nor prevented the problems of
reading disabilities. Other investigations 25 reached
similar conclusions.
22Dolores Durkin, "Earlier Start in Reading?" Elemen-
tary School Journal 63 (December 1962):146-151.
23S • A. Kirk, Teachin Readin to Slow-Learnin
Children (Boston: Houghton :f\lifflin Co., 1940 •
24Joseph B. Brzeinski, A Summa~ Re20rt of the
Effectiveness of Teachin Readin in the Denver Public
Schools Coo erative Research Pro·ect No. 5-0371 Denver,
Colorado: Denver Public Schools •
25Dolores Durkin, "Earlier Start in Reading?"
Elementary School Journal 63 (December 1962):146-151;
~Iarjorie H. Sutton, "Children 'Vho Learned to Read in
Kindergarten: A Longitudinal Study," Reading Teacher
22 (April 1969):595-602, 683.
15
It is difficult to determine which philosophy is
right concerning early reading instruction wIlen each side
has such convincing arguments. Regardless of which position
is advocated, "~Iost educators agree that readiness is of
vital importance; without it, max~um achievement in
initial reading is difficult if not impossible.n 26
Little is known about what skills are prerequisites
to successful reading. There is a lack of consensus among
writers as to which skills should be included in reading
readiness programs. Disagreement is apparent in the labeling
of categories of skills and which subskills should be in-
eluded under each heading. The broad category entitled
comprehension, for instance, included the following diverse
subskills: wants to learn to read, listens, follows
directions, sings songs, uses complete sentences, and knows
sentences begin at the left. Additional labeling ambiguity
is found between other main categories.'·
This paper examines five major reading readiness skill
designs: Betts, De Hart, Kennedy, Stanchfield, and Wilson. 27
263 • S. Nemeth, "Initial Readiness," Reading Teacher
22 (October 1968):79.
27E • A. Betts, Foundations of Readin Instruction (New
York: American Book Co., 1954 , p. 79; E. De Hart "'fhat1s
Involved in Being Able to Read?" Young Children 23 (March
1968) : 202-210; E. C. Kennedy, ~iethods in Teaching Develoe-
mental Reading (Illinois: F. E. Peacock Publishers Inc.,
1974); J. M. Stanchfield, Developmen~ of Prereading Skills
in an Ex erimental Kinder arten Pro ram International
Reading Association Conference Papers 1 (1971):20-30;
R. M. Wilson, Dia nostie and Remedial Readin for Classroom
and Clinic (Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1972 •
16
These designs were assumed to be the most comprehensive of
those researched by this author.
To better understand the content of the five designs,
each category or main heading was examined to determine which
skills, were included in each. To facilitate ambiguities in
definitions, four common headings were chosen: Language
Development; Visual Skills; Auditory Skills;" and, Basic
Readiness Competencies.
Language Development
Five out of the five designs included language as an
intricate part of their readiness program. "Since reading
is only one step removed from the child's use of auditory
symbols, it"is reasonable to conclude that control over oral
language is a prime prerequisite to reading. n28 Skills included
under this heading include: speaking in complete sentences,
good pronounciation of words, the ability to express ideas, etc.
Visual Skills
Under visual skills the most common single subskill
described by all designs was visual discrimination. Noting
likenesses and differences visually was unanimously accepted
as a preparation for learning symbols. Betts and Wilson cau-
tion that vision problems should be checked for. Directional-
ity, e.g. the ability to perceive and orient oneself to the
top, bottom, sides, front and back of the object (top and
sides of papers, and the difference between letters such as
28E • A. Betts, Foundations of Reading Instruction
(New York: American Book Company, 1954), p. 128.
17
band d, holding the book in front of you, etc.) was stressed
in De Hart's study as being an important visual skill. This
viewpoint is supported in the literature by Boyd and Mc Leod. 29
Visual memory was placed second in importance to visual dis-
crimination.
Auditory Skills
It is not surprising that auditory discrimination
like visual discrimination is given the most emphasis by all
of the designs. lvilson says, nIt is not uncommon to find
school children with normal hearing skills but under-
developed auditory discrimination ski11s. 30 Auditory dis-
crimination development is necessary so the child will be
able to later hear likenesses and differences in words,
recognize beginning sounds in words and blend sounds.
Listening to directions was stressed under auditory skills
by De Hart, Stanchfield and Betts. liThe ability to listen
too often is taken" 'for granted .~nd, therefore, is seldom
taught specifically. However, efficient listening must
be learned and practiced, because it is so important to
speech, language and reading.,,31
29V• Boyd, Readying for Reading Instructor 76
(April 1967):29; P. M. Me Leod, The Underdeveloped Learner
(Illinois: Charles C. Thomas, 1968).
30R• M. Wilson, Diagnostic and Remedial Reading for
Classroom and Clinic (Ohio: Charles E. ~1errill Publishing
Company, 1972), p. 164.
313 • M.Stanchfie1d, Development of Prereading Skills
in an Experimental Kindergarten Program~.Tnternational
Reading Association Conference Papers 16 (1971):703.
18
Basic Readiness Competencies
Only two of the five designs, Kennedy and Betts,
include criteria under this heading. Basic competencies
included are: demonstrates a desire to read from books,
can take turns, has the muscular coordination to hold a
book and turn pages, enjoys picture-reading, has a back-
ground of information pertinent to that which is to be
read, and has general good health.
Summary
The 1920 1 S l"laS the beginning of 11 reading readiness 11
in the literature. A direct cause for the development of
readiness programs was reading failure in the first grade.
The onset of Sputnik I in 1957 gave further support to the
need of early education.
There is a great division in research on the con-
troversy of the nature-nurture question. Maturationists
believe that children will mature to the point of being
ready, whereas, advocates of early reading instruction
believe that a child must be taught how to be ready. Cur-
rently, the trend is for early instruction.
Literature is sparse in regard to reading readiness
and the Learning Disabled child. Here again, there is no
conclusive evidence to support or refute the effects of
19
early reading instruction on preventing reading problems.
The consensus in general, hOlt/ever, believes tllat reading
readiness is of importance to initial reading.
Five major reading readiness designs believe the
following skill areas to be important factors in a readi-
ness program: (1) Language Development (2) Visual Skills
(3) Auditory Skills, and (4) Basic Readiness Competencies.
There are differing views though, as to which subskills
and to \ihat degree these subskil1s a.re included. In
general, both visual and auditory discrimination get much
attention in addition to language development. This lack
of specificity makes it obvious that a complete develop-
mental skill list is needed.
CHAPTER III
APPLICATIONS FOR LEARNING DISABLED CHILDREN
"Brain-damaged children do not learn automatically
as do normal children. Therefore 'teaching how to learn'
becomes as important as the systematic presentation of
new materials to be learned."l To be able to understand
how to teach these children how to learn, a basic knowledge
of what possible learning characteristics these children
may have is necessary.
Brain-damaged children may display one or a combina-
tion of the following learning characteristics. These
characteristics plus suggestions about what to do about
them are:
1. Hyperactivity-Distractibility-Short attention span
Cruickshank describes distractibility as "the lack of that
cortical control which permits prolonged attention to the
task and negative adaptation to the unessentia1. n2
IMarylou Ebersole, Newell C. Kephart, J. B. Ebersole,
Steps to Achievement for the Slow Learner (Ohio: Charles
E. Merrill, 1968), p. 5.
2w• M. Cruickshank, et a1. A Teaching Method for
Brain-In·ured and H eractive Children (Syracuse, N. Y.:
Syracuse University Press, 19 1 , pp. 4-5.
20
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A child may be easily distracted by everything around him.
The hyperactive child may be continually moving about,
moving from one object, picking it up, dropping it and
moving to another stimulus.
Suggestions:
a. Redirect the child "go back and do this." In
some case, it may be necessary first to stop·
and then to redirect.
b. Limit work periods. Fifteen minutes is usually
as long as most children can listen, but this
may even be too long. First start with three
minutes if necessary and progressively extend
attending behavior.
c. Avoid teaching at a frustration level. Being
successful plays an important part in how
attentive a child is.
d. Help the child to structure his task so that
he can proceed in a step-by-step manner, thus
forcing his focus on one thing at a time.
e. Reduce distractions. If necessary place the
child behind a screen or in a cubicle.
2. Perseveration
Perseveration is the inability to alter with ease from one
activity or another because the child is unable to restruc-
ture his thinking quickly. This makes it necessary to do
a different kind of teaching. If one uses drill or
22
repetition in setting a learning pattern, perseveration is
intensified.
Suggestions:
a. Divert the child's attentions to something else.
b. Use a verbal reinforcement "Stop" or "Nott.
c. Do various training exercises to reduce per-
severation.
1) Have the child walk and then stop at a
certain spot.
2) Direct the child to start and stop jumping.
3) Have the child slowly tear a sheet of paper
and stop tearing when directed.
3. Instability of Performance
This means that a skill that appears to be mastered at one
time,· may not be retained later. This forgetting is usually
a result of automatic learning without ever having a real
understanding or· .insight.
Suggestions:
a. Be sure the child completely understands what is
being taught.
b. Relate new situations to those the child already
kno\'1s well.
c. Teach when the child is well motivated and ready
to work.
d. Increase the intensity of the task.
e. 1I0ver-teach" new concepts.
23
4. Catastrophic Reaction
This is an uncontrolled instinctive reaction; the child's
responses are explosive and overdone. This is different
from a temper tantrum. The outward manifestations are the
same but the causes and the management are different.
Suggestions:
a. Placing a calm, sympathetic hand on the child
will help the situation.
b. llelp the child override his unpredictable
reactions with understanding.
"Cruickshank believes that the educational program
for normal children is completely unsatisfactory for these
children. ,,3 A specially designed educational environment to
meet the needs of the children is beneficial to these chil-
dren. A good teaching environment includes:
1. The reduction of unessential visual and auditory
environmental stimuli.
2. The reduction of environmental space.
3. The establishment of a highly structured daily
program.
4. The increase of the stimulus value of the in-
structional materials themselves.
General teaching methods include:
1. Keeping the work area neat. Providing only the
task on which the child is working.
3D• D. Hanunill, P. L. Hyers, Hethods for Learning
Disorders (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1969), p. 146.
24
2. Be firm. Not allowing the child to escape a
task that he is capable of performing. Letting
him know he is going to do the job.
3. Being consistent. Not alternating between
giving in to the child and being firm about
completing a goal.
4. Using simple commands and directions. Not
talking too much.
A specially designed educational environment in terms
of the structure of the room and teaching techniques based
on understanding learning disabled children's needs is not
enough. "Foundamental to successful achievement is appro-
priate skill development. The child should be provided
with carefully planned instruction which will help him to
pattern his behavior in such a manner as to enable him to
develop his basic visual, auditory and motor learning skills.,,4
In Chapter II, reading readiness factors were
examined and basically they fell into three categories:
visual skills, auditory skills and language development.
Listed below are skills and competencies in the visual and
auditory categories that should be attained in the develop-
mental reading program. The skills are listed as nearly
as possible in the order in which they should be developed.
Following each skill are suggestions for developing that
4po H. McLeod, The Undeveloped Learner (Illinois:
Charles C. Thomas, 1968), p. 6.
25
skill, beginning with the lowest level. The developmental
scales for expressive and receptive language are cllaracteris-
tic of what is normal for a child of that age, i.e., it is
a guideline of what can be expected.
Auditory Perception
"Auditory perception is defined as the ability to
organize, interpret and deal meaningfully with auditory
information_liS The hierarchy of auditory perceptual sub-
functions is: acuity, discrimination, figure-ground,
memory, association, and closure.
A. Auditory Acuity is the ability to clearly recognize
sounds. A child could hear sounds without recognizing
them. This is the distinction between auditory acuity and
hearing per see The training of children in listening
skills with emphasis on the development of good habit
patterns of auditory attention and motivation should be
stressed.
1. Gross Awareness
a. Common noises: Present objects such as
bells, whistles, drums, horns, etc. Condi-
tion the child to turn when teacher sounds
the instruments behind the pupil's back.
5J. A. Kroth, A Prourammed Primer
abilities (Illinois: Charles C. Thomas,
Dis-
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b. Have the child identify and point to the
sound he heard ~len his eyes were closed.
c. Animal sounds: Use pictures and recordings
of animal noises, have the child point to the
correct picture.
2. Fine Sound Awareness
a. Tape recordings: Record the following sounds
for identification: clapping hands softly,
shaking a sand rattle, pouring water in a
glass, etc.
b. Imitation games: The teacher makes a sound
and the child repeats.
c. Relaxation game: Teach the children to quietly
listen to "soft sounds. 1t Have the children
identify the sounds after a fel-l sounds have
been heard.
B. Auditory Discrimination is the ability to recognize
differences in sounds.
1. Have the child identify gross sounds including
environmental noises.
2. Have activities that require the child to dis-
criminate pitch, intensity and tempo.
3. With eyes closed the child is to judge what part
of the room a sound is coming from. (localization)
4. Have the child tell if two gross sounds are the
same and then if they are different.
5. Have the child identify sameness and difference
between rhyming patterns of speech and music.
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6. 11ave tIle child discriminate between t\V'o dif-
ferent sounding words. Are they the same or
different?
7. Discriminate bet\ieen words that begin with the
same sound.
8. Discriminate between two words that sound alike.
9. Are two different sounding sounds the same or
different?
10. r\re t,..,o sounds tllat rhyme the same or different?
C. Auditory Figure-Ground is the ability to discriminate
foreground from background noises and to separate them
meaningfully. In a regular classroom there are many
background noises. A child must learn to screen out ex-
traneous noises in order to attend to the teacher.
1. ~lake a tape of different distracting noises,
initially have only one or two noises and even-
tually w~rk up to a normal classroom situation.
Play this while in a one-to-one situation and
build the child's tolerance to background noises.
2. Have the child listen for pertinent auditory
stimuli against a background of music.
D. Auditory Memorz is the ability to remember or re-
call auditory information. Children must be taught that
,~hat they are hearing is important and that they will be
expected to remember what they hear.
1. Beginning activities
a. Repeating activities (begin with two and
gradually increase) '-lords, numbers,
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individual speecll sounds. Ex. Ilave various
instruments such as a bell, drum, whistle,
horn. Play two instruments. The child
then picks up the two he heard. At this
stage the order he picks them up in is not
of interest.
Tell me the names of as many animals as
you can.
Following a short series of directions (be-
gin with one, then increase).
2. Middle Stage Activities
a. "Tell me what you did last night. tt
b. tlWhat did you have for breakfast?"
c. Retelling short nursery rhymes.
3. Advanced Activities
a. Advanced follo,,,ing directions: Read direc-
tions on making something. Have the·
materials ready and ask the child to follow
the directions step by step.
b. Read a short and simple story. After every few
sentences, stop and have the child sequence
the events. Introduce this activity by
using pictures to help the child remember.
c. Ask what the main ideas of a story are after
a story was read.
d. Have the child recall the details of a story.
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e. Jlave tIle child make inferences nnel dra\v
conclusions after a story was read.
f. Have the child repeat sentences, progressive-
ly getting more complicated.
E. Auditory Association is the ability to associate
(meanings, images, sounds) with particular sounds and
spoken words. Children must be taught to listen and to
verbally respond in meaningful ways through the use of
association, logical inference and judgment. Expressive
fluency should be recognized as a secondary goal. If a
child shows a deficit in the auditory association process,
follow these guidelines when teaching him in a group
situation.
1. Ask one-concept questions, eliciting several
short answers.
2. Accept concrete answers.
3. Supply more abstract cues for him.
4. Provide visual clues where possible.
5. Give ample time for responses.
The associative development is as follows:
1. Primary Association
a. Place Associations: uTelI me all the things
you can think of that belong in a grocery
s.tore. tI
b. 'Yord Association: uTell me all the \vords
you can think of ,,,,hen I say • n
c. Sentence Completion: Teach the child to
listen to beginning sentence stimulus and
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tllcn to complete it by association. "TIle
color of this bool, is • " "After
school, I ,,,ill • tI
2. Analogous Association
a. Prepositional Analysis: UIs my hand under
the desk?" "Are parks to live in?" The
child should explain his reply.
b. Class Difference: "Which of the following
words does not belong--birds, bees, flys,
cars?"
c. Verbal-Opposite Training: The child is
to give the opposite of the stimulus word.
d. Analogy Games: Teach verbal associations
to analogies such as: "In the morning we
get up, in the evening \'ie • It "Fire
is hot, the ice is ." etc.
e. Logical Analysis: Play guessing games. "It
is big, yellow and in the sky ~ 11 tt It has
fur, says meow, and chases mice," etc.
f. Develop same and different concepts by
answering: "How are pigs and horses alike
and how are they different?tt
F. Auditory Closure is the ability to reproduce a whole
liard correctly \"hen certain sounds have been deleted. It
is closely related to sound blending, phonics, and word
attack skill in general.
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1. Begin with showing a visual clue. Have two
pictures on the board. Ask t1'~lliat is the lvord? 11
and then sound out one of the two pictures leaving
out certain sounds. If the child does not
understand, blend the word faster and they say it
the correct way.
2. Increase the number of visual clues and sound out
a word deleting certain sounds.
3. 'vithout visual clues--sound out a word without
certain sounds, increasing the time between
sounds as you progress.
Visual Perception
Visual perception is the ability to organize, in-
terpret and deal meaningfully with visual information. The
hierarchy of visual perceptual subfunctions is: acuity,
form perception, form constancy, form discrimination,
spatial-perception, figure-ground, memory and visual-motor
integration.
A. Visual Acuity is the ability to see and to differen-
tiate meaningfully and accurately objects in one's visual
field. Children should be provided with varied visual
experiences and practice in their interpretation and
utilization. n~'Iotor involvement with objects and space
is basic to perceptual learning and the actual experience
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with objects is vital to perception. 1I6 Initial visual
perception activities should involve numerous experiences
with exploration.
1. Visual Exploration
a. Food: Place food at some distance from
tll.e chi1d. Explain tllat it is something good
to eat and that he may have it if he looks
at it and describes it. Gradually extend
distance to twenty feet.
b. Toys: same as above •
c. Magnifers: Explore hands, clothes, toys,
pictures, etc. View varied textures,
shapes, elements.
2. Visual Description
a. Object Identification: A number of differ-
ent objects are in front of the child at
varying- distance. The teacher names one and
the child is to point to it. Later the
teacher can describe an object and the child
is to find it.
b. Picture Ana1ysis: Using large pictures the
teachers says "point to the frog. tf nPoint to
the ball. tt etc.
6Elise Blankenship,. t1A First Primer on Visual Percep-
tion," Journal of Learning Disabilities 4 (1971):2.
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3. Visual Interpretation
a. Charades: Cllildren act out "dog", "writing",
"eating", etc.
b. Size Interpretations: The child is pre-
sented with varying sized objects. The child
is to point to the 1tsmal1 nails ", Itbig
circles", etc.
c. Likenesses and differences of objects can
be noted.
B. Visual Form Perception is the ability to perceive
various forms such as a circle, square, triangle, etc.
A child who cannot recognize a circle or an oval will most-
certainly fail to recognize many letters of the alphabet.
1. Match various three dimension shapes in the
environment. Have the child not only see
the sameness but also feel it.
2. :f\-Iatch various pictures of forms.
3. Eventually teach basic recognition of the alpha-
bet and number recognition.
c. Visual Form Constancy is the ability to see the
sameness or likeness of various forms regardless of their
difference in size, shape, color, or position, etc.
1. Using objects, have the child match object to
object even though they may be different in
size, shape or color. Explain that they match
even though they aren't exactly the same in
color, size, etc.
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2. Progress to pictures of different colors, shapes,
etc., and have the c]lild find all the fish,
cars, etc.
3. ~vord Recognition: No matter what size print,
color or position on the page, blackboard, or the
environment.
D. Visual Form Discrimination is the ability to see
differences in sets of forms and symbols. Telling the
difference between a "pit and 'a "qft involves the skill of form
discrimination, because it deals with the essential dif-
ference bet'\4/een the letters. Basic educational programs
should include opportunities to point out, indicate and
comment on the details and differences perceived in one's
visual field.
1. Basic Discriminatory Activities
a. Gross Differences: Teacher points out
various objects in the classroom, yard,
field trip, and comments on visual
differences.
b. Color Matching: Using crayons and colored
paper, have the child match colors.
c. Directional Differences: Layout four
identical objects, three facing in one direc-
tion and the fourth reversed, have the child
point out and comment on the difference.
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d. Geometric Forms: Present tl1ree \vooden
blocks and one cylinder, the child points out
the one that is different.
2. Pictorial Designs
a. Animal pictures: Arrange a series of iden-
tical animals and one different animal. The
child should find the one that is different.
Progress to having the child find in a row
of rabbits ,~itll two ears, the one rabbit
that only has one ear.
b. Size Discrimination: Use animal and form
pictures with one card a different size
and teach discrimination.
c. Perception Cards: Use commercial cards for
visual matching.
3. Symbolic Discrimination
a. Primary Differentiation: Present design,
number or letter series, with one different.
b. Size Differentiation: Present series of
identical designs, numbers or letters, with
one smaller or larger than the others.
c. Rotation: Symbols are identical but one
is rotated for identification.
d. Basic "lord Patterns: Present series (e.g.
boy-boy-girl-boy) for .pattern discrimination.
Use primary word list.
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E. Spatial Perception is the ability to visualize ob-
jects in three dimensional space and deal with them meaning-
fully. This includes the relationship of oneself as
related to objects in space. Spatial problems often
concern the relationships of up and dOlm, right and left,
near and far, etc. Sometimes telling the difference be-
t''1een a "btl and a ltd" means telling that a circle is on the
right or the left of the line ,~~ich completes the letter.
1. Developing Laterality: The awareness of a
right and left side.
a. The awareness of right and left develops
and stabilizes from the use of balance and
posture. Provide various activities for the
child to experiment ,~ith balance (balance
board, walking inside the sections of a
ladder, walking on the ties of a railroad
track, etc.)
b. Develop the knowledge of the terms left and
right.
1) Have the child examine a pair of gloves
and shoes, ask nOn ,,,,hich hand or foot
does each go?"
2) Draw left and right hands and feet on the
sides of a block. "Roll the dice" and
ask the child to identify the side that
is up.
3) Encourage the child to do things with
parts of his body. "Roll up the car
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\vindow 'vitll your left hand. It 11 neat
the drum with your rigl~t \"lrist. 11 11 Touch
the wall \vith your left shoulder. n
2. Develop Directionality: The transfer of a child's
o,~ system of relationships (bases on body image and later-
ality) to the space about him.
a. l-lhen ,~all<:ing viitil tl1.e child asle, t1 In l"hich
direction do we turn to get to 'ihere we are
going?t1
b. \'litl"} tll.e child facing tl'le cl'1alkboard, tell
him to draw a line to the rigllt, up, dOlm,
etc., varying the directions so the next
command cannot be predicted.
c. Prepare a lesson sheet by stamping eight
objects, arranged so that there are three
objects each across the top, sides, and
bottom. The center of the paper should
correspond with the child's midline. Ask,
1t1Vhat object is· at the left, center of your
paper?" Gradually make all the objects alike
on tl"le paper, then say, "Put your left hand
on the top, center triangle."
F • Figure-Ground is tIle ability to attend to one aspect
of the visual field ,~hile perceiving it in relation to the
rest of the field.
1. Beginning Activities
a. Object Differentiation: 1tPoint out the doll
in front of the house. tt "Point out the toy
picture on tIle wall in tlle play house."
"Point out the big 110use on the hill a-
cross the street."
b. Form Differentiation: "Point out the
square things in this room. 1I IITouch the
round things in this box."
c. Tracing: Trace two- and three-dimensional
forms ''litl'} fingers. Use stencils to trace
designs. Shade or color both the figure
and the background.
2. Middle Stage Activities
a. Puzzle Play: Begin with Judy Senior Puzzles
with good figure-ground contrast. Extend
the activity to include advanced picture
puzzles with much figure-ground confusion.
b. Verbal Description: Use picture books,
and l"lave .i?he child point to "the bug on the
leaf,n tithe bird in the sky,t1 etc.
c. Cutting: Cut out persons and objects from
magazines. Replace figures on background
as a puizle. For hidden and elaborate
figures, cut away details and unnecessary
parts to emphasize the basic figure.
3. Advanced Activities
a. Overlapping figures: Drali overlapping-mixed
figures and designs for children to visually
differentiate upon request.
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b. Superimposed Lines: Draw heavy lines over
black and white figures for visual discrimina-
tion.
c. Symbolic ~Iaterials: Shade over \vords, letters,
and numbers. Separate and mix letters in the
pupil's name and require visual integration
for reading.
G. Visual ~lemory is tl1.e ability to recall accurately
prior visual experiences. Visual recall and retention must
be sufficiently developed to ensure success in reading and
related abstract learning tasks.
1. Simple Recall Activities
a. Show and Hide: Place several objects on
the table. Have the child look at objects
for ten seconds. The child turns l1is back
and one item is removed and placed in a
box with other objects. The child is then·
to turn around and find the missing object.
b •. Immediate Verbal Recall: Child closes his
eyes and describes his clothes, bulletin
board, etc.
c. Provide a memory game consisting of sets
of matching pictures. After a series of
the pictures is turned face dOlffi, have the
child recall l~~ere he saw a picture, and
then have him put the matching picture with
it.
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2. Synll>ol Training
a. Form boards: Present form from magnetic form
boards, remove. Have the child locate
duplicate.
b. Directional !·latclling: Use directional
arrO\iS and designs for recall matching.
c. Object Sequencing: Arrange several individual
picture cards in the chalk tray. Cards are
then removed, shuffled, and given to the
children to rearrange in original sequential
order.
3. 1-1ord and Nunlber Training
a. Numbers: Present five or six number cards.
Briefly expose the child to a duplicate.
Remove duplicate and have the child match
by recall.
b •. ·Alphabet Letters: Teach alphabet recall using
cards, link letters, plastic letters, etc.
Use both capital and lower case letters.
c. 'vords: 1\'lake ,V'ord cards; present cards and
briefly expose one duplicate. Remove and
match. Be sure not to teach word names or
spelling because visual recall is all that
is demanded at this point.
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11. Visual-l~lotor Intesration is the ability of the eye
and tl'le lland to lvorl, togetller. It includes remembering
and translating visual information into proper motoric
response. Oftentimes there is another name given to
visual-motor activities, namely eye-hand coordination, or
moving the eye and hand in some corre~ated fashion.
1. Eye-Hand Coordination Activities
a. Tracing: Trace lines, pictures, designs,
letters or numbers. Use directional arrows,
color cues, and numbers to help the child
trace the figure.
b. Stencils or Tenplates: Have the child
dra'"l outlines of patterns of geometric
shapes.
c. Have the child draw lines between boundaries
which become increasingly more narrow.
d. Reproduction of Simple Forms: Have the
child copy straight, curved or broken lines.
e. Cutting with Scissors: Have the child cut
with scissors, choosing activities appropriate
to his needs. Easiest are straight short
lines marked near the edges of the paper.
Then cut along straight lines across the paper.
f. Copying Designs: Children look at a geometric
design and copy it onto a piece of paper.
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Developmental Levels for Language S}<ills
A. Expressive
Forty-eighth month
a. Vocabulary of 1500 words.
b. Powers of generalization and of abstraction
are present.
c. Speal<:s of imaginary conditions: nSuppose that f1
and "I hope".
d. Speech is forthright, not likely to carryon
long conversations.
e. Plays ''lith \\Tords.
f. Verbal rather than verbose (associative thinking).
g. l-Iay have imaginary playmate.
h. Can tell lengthy story mixing fact and fiction.
i. Can carryon lengthy conversation l'lith adu!ts
and children, though he may make grammatical
errors and misuse words.
j. Aggressiveness may appear in words as well as
actions; he calls names and brags.
k. Talks about everything, social rapport and to
attract attention.
1. Questions at a peak, not always interested in
explanations.
m. Sentence length of four to five words on the
average.
n. Speech quite understandable, although some
traces of infantile speech may remain.
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Fifty-fourtll montll
a. Vocabulary of 1900 ,~ords.
b. Sentence length averages four to five words.
Sixtietll month
a. Can count ten objects. Can tell his age.
b. Can carry a plot in a story and repeat a long
sequence accurately.
c. Talks without infantile articulation.
d. Answers to questions more succinctly and to the
point.
e. Questions for information, not merely social
intercourse or practice in speaking.
f. Defines in terms of use. (A horse is to ride.)
g. Language essentially complete in snructure and
form.
h. Uses all types of sentences, including complex
sentences with hypothetical and· conditional
clauses.
i. Uses conjunctions more freely but generally
frequency of parts of speech same as at four
years.
j. Vocabulary of 2200 words.
k. Less literal and concrete than formerly.
1. Dramatic play full of practical dialogue
and commentary which has to do with everyday
functions. Function is to clear ideas and rela-
tionships through· words rather than indulge in
make-believe.
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m. Distinguislles left and. rigllt hand in self,
but not in others.
n. Lacks power of explicit reasoning.
o. Sentence length averages four to five words.
p. 11ames primary colors.
B. Receptive
Thirty-sixth month
a. Learns to listen and listens to learn.
b. Suggestions take effect.
c. I·fernory span lengtllening--recalls events of
yesterday.
d. Beginning to distinguish betlveen black and lv-hite.
e. Generalization common in comprehension--in, on,
under.
f. Distinguishes one and many.
g. Listens and can be reasoned with verbally.
h. Listens to longer and more varied stories.
i. AnSl,rers simple questions.
Forty-eighth month
a. Tends to re-enact in body postures and gestures
what is told in a story.
b. Comprehends: 1;·lhat do you do lihen hungry,
thirsty, or tired.
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Sixtietll month
a. Can single out one word and ask its meaning
whereas formerly reacted to sentence as a whole.
b. Genuine interchange of ideas remains limited.
c. Tries to use new words, can define some simple
words.
d. Considerable time looking at books--likes to
be read to. Understands some abstract words
(connectives, colors).
SWl1mary
Teaching a learning disabled child how to learn is
as important as a systematic developmental curriculum.
However, to understand how to teach him, a basic knowledge
of" what possible learning characteristics he may have and
how to deal lvitI"l these problems is necessary.
Common'learning characteristics of learning dis-
abled children are (1) hyperactivity-distractibility-
short attention span, (2) perseveration .(3) inst~bility of
performance, and (4) catastrophic reaction.
A highly organized and structured environment '·lith
reduced unessential visual and auditory stimuli is sug-
gested for max~um effective teaching.
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Appropriate skill development in the areas of
language, auditory perception and visual perception is
fundamental to a reading readiness program. The develop-
ment of auditory perceptual skills is: acuity, discrimina-
tion, figure-ground, auditory memory, association and clo-
sure. The subfunctions of visual perception are: acuity,
form perception, form constancy, form discrimination,
spatial~perception, figure-ground, memory and visual-motor
integration.
''''!hen a cllild learns how to read, he sllould do so in
a step at a time progression, the vital requirement being
that he is ready to learn the first step, which in turn,
prepares him to be ready for the second step.
CI-IAPTER IV
CONCLUSION
Reading readiness or ttmaking one ready for
reading", is an involved and complicated venture. As
teachers of learning disabled children, the responsibility
is ours to not only find the· key to unlock our children's
minds but to structure our teaching in a systematic and
developmental way, so that maximum progress is made.
There are volumes of literature on reading readi-
ness. Its evolution is very interesting; watching its
grolvth from parent magazines in the 1950's on whether to
have reading in the kindergartens to seeing research de-
signs in the 1970 l s on the effects of Sesame Street and
Head Start on three and four-year olds. Current litera-
ture is advocating early instruction of reading through
reading readiness and specifically investigating methods
in how to teach young children to read.
There is, however, among this vast amount of
research, an almost non-existent reference to reading and
the learning disabled child. Chapter III of this paper was
the cumulative work of this writer from past courses
taken in learning disabilities, from well known.authors
in this field, (Kirk, Kephart, Valett, etc.) and from
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past experience with working with learning disabled
children. Looking in periodical literature for guidance
in teaching developmentally was a futile search. There
\~as support for teaching developmentally, but nowhere was
there "there's how".
It is the opinion of this author that additional
research is needed in the following areas:
1. The effects of different methods of teaching
reading for children with learning disabilities.
2. The developmental reading characteristics of
learning disability children.
3. The correlations between .early reading instruc-
tion for learning disabled children and achievement.
4. The different methods of readiness training.
S. The relationship bet\-leen specific reading dis-
abilities and learning disabled children.
6. The developmental remediation and· reading
problems.
7. The developmental curriculum in reading readi-
ness, Specifically designed (small enough steps) for
learning disabled children.
It was the desire of this author that this paper
would be a l-lorkable guideline for teachers of beginning
reading. Prevention of reading problems should be the goal
of all elementary teachers, and through developmental teaching,
prev:ention can be acllieved.
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